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Modeling Irony
2022-02-15

this book adopts a broad cognitive pragmatic perspective on irony which sees ironic meaning as the
result of complex inferential activity arising from conflicting conceptual scenarios this view of irony is
the basis for an analytically productive integrative account capable of bridging gaps among
disciplines and of recontextualizing and solving some controversies among the topics covered in its
pages readers will find an overview of previous linguistic and non linguistic approaches they will also
find definitional and taxonomic criteria an exhaustive exploration of the elements of the ironic act and
a study of their complex forms of interaction the book also explores the relationship between irony
banter and sarcasm and it studies how irony interacts with other figurative uses of language finally
the book spells out the conditions for felicitous irony and re interprets traditional ironic types e g
socratic rhetoric satiric etc in the light of the unified approach it proposes

Irony
2018-03-22

an accessible introduction to the pragmatics of irony that presents the main theoretical approaches
and central discussions of the analysis of ironic communication

Irony in Language and Thought
2007

irony in language and thought assembles an interdisciplinary collection of seminal empirical and
theoretical papers on irony in language and thought into one comprehensive book a much needed
resource in the area of figurative language this volume centers on a theme from cognitive science
that irony is a fundamental way of thinking about the human experience the editors lend perspective
in the form of opening and closing chapters which enable readers to see how such works have
furthered the field as well as to inspire present and future scholars featured articles focus on the
following topics theories of irony addressing primarily comprehension of its verbal form context in
irony comprehension social functions of irony the development of irony understanding situational
irony scholars and students in psychology linguistics philosophy literature anthropology artificial
intelligence art and communications will consider this book an excellent resource it serves as an ideal
supplement in courses that present major ideas in language and thought

Automatic Detection of Irony
2019-11-05

in recent years there has been a proliferation of opinion heavy texts on the opinions of internet users
comments on social networks etc automating the synthesis of opinions has become crucial to gaining
an overview on a given topic current automatic systems perform well on classifying the subjective or
objective character of a document however classifications obtained from polarity analysis remain
inconclusive due to the algorithms inability to understand the subtleties of human language
automatic detection of irony presents in three stages a supervised learning approach to predicting
whether a tweet is ironic or not the book begins by analyzing some everyday examples of irony and
presenting a reference corpus it then develops an automatic irony detection model for french tweets
that exploits semantic traits and extralinguistic context finally it presents a study of portability in a
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multilingual framework italian english arabic

Irony in Language Use and Communication
2017-12-15

the volume provides original research and analyses of the multi faceted conceptual and verbal
process es of irony key topics explored include interdisciplinary perspectives and approaches to the
study of irony collectively the papers examine irony from psychology embodiment studies philosophy
cognitive linguistics the connection and impact of irony on culture and media communication different
approaches to verbal irony and others ultimately attempting to model the mechanisms underlying
ironic forms and the psycholinguistic motivations for their investigation the comprehensive treatment
of these issues is fundamental for future research on irony and related phenomena particularly on
questions of its usage the diversity and or unity of irony and ultimately the interrelationships between
figurative thought and language

The Pragmatics of Irony and Banter
2018-04-25

the pragmatics of irony and banter is the first book length study analysing irony and banter together
this approach inherited from geoffrey leech s research implies that the two notions are intrinsically
related in this thought provoking volume the various contributors linguists stylisticians discourse
analysts and literary scholars while not necessarily agreeing on every aspect of this theoretical
premise discuss and develop the idea in turn they consider the workings of these two discursive
practices in various corpora face to face or digitally mediated interactions novels comedy shows etc
thus providing a wealth of examples and case studies this well balanced positioning helps the reader
to develop a better understanding of these complex discursive practices that play a crucial part in
everyday interaction steering a course between traditional perspectives and new theoretical
approaches this innovative and exciting way of looking at irony and banter will no doubt open new
avenues for research

Irony in the Bible
2023-03-13

it is generally agreed that there is significant irony in the bible however to date no work has been
published in biblical scholarship that on the one hand includes interpretations of both hebrew bible
and new testament writings under the perspective of irony and on the other hand offers a panorama
of the approaches to the different types and functions of irony in biblical texts the following volume 1
reevaluates scholarly definitions of irony and the use of the term in biblical research 2 builds on
existing methods of interpretation of ironic texts 3 offers judicious analyses of methodological
approaches to irony in the bible and 4 develops fresh insights into biblical passages

Irony, Deception and Humour
2018-03-19

this book offers fresh perspectives on untruthfulness entailed in various forms of irony deception and
humour which have so far constituted independent foci of linguistic and philosophical investigation
these three distinct albeit sometimes co occurring notions are brought together within a neo gricean
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framework and consistently discussed as representing overt or covert untruthfulness the postulates
that represent the interface between language philosophy and pragmatics are illustrated with scripted
interactions culled from the series house which help appreciate the complexities of the three concepts
at hand apart from affording new insights into the nature of irony deception and humour this book
critically examines previous literature on these notions as well as relevant aspects of grice s
philosophy of language giving a state of the art picture of untruthfulness this publication will be of
interest to both experienced and inexperienced researchers studying grice s philosophy irony
deception and or humour

Verbal Irony Processing
2023-01-31

ironic language is a salient reminder that speakers of all languages do not always mean what they say
while ironic language has captured the attention of theorists and scholars for centuries it is only since
the 1980s that psycholinguistic methods have been employed to investigate how readers and hearers
detect process and comprehend ironic language this element reviews the foundational definitions
theories and psycholinguistic models of ironic language covering key questions such as the distinction
between literal and ironic meaning the role of contextual information during irony processing and the
cognitive mechanisms involved these key questions continue to motivate new studies and
methodological innovations providing ample opportunity for future researchers who wish to continue
exploring how ironic language is processed and understood

藤崎竜短編集 2 DRAMATIC IRONY ドラマティックアイロニー
2001-04-04

未来のmangaの中で繰り広げられる ヒカリ と ヤミ の闘いを描いた dramatic irony あの人気作 封神演義 のパラレルワールド 異説 封神演義 ほか ユガミズム milk
junkie 天球儀 の5編を収録

Troubadours and Irony
2008-01-28

from petrarch and dante to pound and eliot the influence of the troubadours on european poetry has
been profound they have rightly stimulated a vast amount of critical writing but the majority of
modern critics see the troubadour tradition as a corpus of earnestly serious and confessional love
poetry with little or no humour troubadours and irony re examines the work of five early troubadours
namely marcabru bernart marti peire d alvernha raimbaut d aurenga and giraut de borneil to argue
that the courtly poetry of southern france in the twelfth century was permeated with irony and that
many troubadour songs were playful laced with humorous sexual innuendo and far from serious
attention is also drawn to the large corpus of texts that are not love poems but comic or satirical
songs

The Critical Mythology of Irony
2011

an ambitious theoretical work that ranges from the age of socrates to the late twentieth century this
book traces the development of the concepts of irony within the history of western literary criticism
its purpose is not to promote a universal definition of irony whether traditional or revisionist but to
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examine how such definitions were created in critical history and what their use and invocation imply
joseph a dane argues that the diverse supposed forms of irony socratic rhetorical romantic dramatic
to name a few are not so much literary elements embedded in texts awaiting discovery by critics as
they are notions used by critics of different eras and persuasions to manipulate those texts in various
often self serving ways the history of irony dane suggests runs parallel to the history of criticism and
the changing definitions of irony reflect the changing ways in which readers and critics have defined
their own roles in relation to literature probing and provocative the critical mythology of irony will
appeal to a broad spectrum of critics and scholars particularly those concerned with the historical
basis of critical language and its political and educational implications

The Concept of Irony
2001

the international kierkegaard commentary for the first time in english the world community of
scholars systematically assembled and presented the results of recent research in the vast literature
of søren kierkegaard based on the definitive english edition of kierkegaard s works by princeton
university press this series of commentaries addresses all the published texts of the influential danish
philosopher and theologian this is volume 2 in a series of commentaries based upon the definitive
translations of kierkegaard s writings published by princeton university press 1980ff

Varieties of Musical Irony
2017-04-27

sophisticated and engaging this volume explores and compares musical irony in the works of major
composers from mozart to mahler

Romantic Irony
1988-01-01

this is the first collaborative international reading of irony as a major phenomenon in romantic art and
thought the volume identifies key predecessor moments that excited romantic authors and the
emergence of a distinctly romantic theory and practice of irony spreading to all literary genres not
only the influential pioneer german british and french varieties but also manifestations in northern
eastern and southern parts of europe as well as in north america are considered a set of concluding
syntheses treat the shaping power of romantic irony in narrative modes music the fine arts and
theater innovations that will deeply influence modernism thus the cross cultural and interdisciplinary
approach elaborated in the twenty chapters of romantic irony as lead volume in the five volume
romanticism series establishes a significant new range for comparative literature studies in dealing
with a complex literary movement special offer 30 discount for a complete set order 5 vols the
romanticism series in the comparative history of literatures in european languages is the result of a
remarkable international collaboration the editorial team coordinated the efforts of over 100 experts
from more than two dozen countries to produce five independently conceived yet interrelated
volumes that show not only how romanticism developed and spread in its principal european
homelands and throughout the new world but also the ways in which the affected literatures in
reaction to romanticism have redefined themselves on into modernism a glance at the index of each
volume quickly reveals the extraordinary richness of the series total contents romantic irony sets the
broader experimental parameters of comparison by concentrating on the myriad expressions of irony
as one of the major impulses in the romantic philosophical and artistic revolution and by combining
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cross cultural and interdisciplinary studies with special attention also to literatures in less widely
diffused language streams romantic drama traces creative innovations that deeply altered the
understanding of genre at large fed popular imagination through vehicles like the opera and laid the
foundations for a modernist theater of the absurd romantic poetry demonstrates deep patterns and a
sharing of crucial themes of the revolutionary age which underlie the lyrical expression that flourished
in so many languages and environments nonfictional romantic prose assists us in coping with the vast
array of writings from the personal and intimate sphere to modes of public discourse including
romanticism s own self commentary in theoretical statements on the arts society life the sciences and
more nor are the discursive dimensions of imaginative literature neglected in the closing volume
romantic prose fiction where the basic romantic themes and story types the romance novel novella
short story and other narrative forms are considered throughout europe and the new world this
enormous realm is seen not just in terms of romantic theorizing but in the light of the impact of
romantic ideas and narration on later generations as an aid to readers the introduction to romantic
prose fiction explains the relationships among the volumes in the series and carries a listing of their
tables of contents in an appendix no other series exists comparable to these volumes which treat the
entirety of romanticism as a cultural happening across the whole breadth of the old and new worlds
and thus render a complex picture of european spiritual strivings in the late eighteenth and the
nineteenth centuries a heritage still very close to our age

Irony in the Medieval Romance
1979

examination of the role played by irony in one particular medieval genre the romance the author
discusses the themes to which irony is applied the types of irony most commonly employed and the
reasons social and aesthetic for the prevalence of irony in this genre

The Diversity of Irony
2020-02-24

although the figure of irony has enjoyed extensive attention through important contributions to the
diverse literatures addressing figurative thought and language it still remains relatively in the
background compared to other figures such as metaphor and metonymy the present volume together
with a 2017 collection by angeliki athanasiadou and herbert l colston aims to the further exploration
of verbal and situational irony its gestural accompaniments its comprehension and interpretation its
constructional diversity and its cooperation with other figures such as metaphor and hyperbole the
present volume is a highly interesting collection of chapters dealing with both theoretical
investigations and descriptive applications of a central figure pervading human thought and language
its aim is to draw more attention to irony s diversity and its concomitant connections to other aspects
of figurativeness

Humour and Irony in the New Testament
2023-11-13

photomechanical reprint with a foreword by kritster stendahl and an epilogue
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Experiencing Irony in the First Gospel
2013-08-29

the gospel of matthew is both deliberately deceptive and emotionally compelling karl mcdaniel
explores ways in which the narrative of the gospel of matthew elicits and develops the emotions
ofsuspense surprise and curiosity within its readers while matthew 1 21 invites readers to expect
jewish salvation progressive failure of the plot s main characters to meet jesus salvation requirements
creates increasing suspense for the reader how will jesus save his people the commission to the
gentiles at the gospel s conclusion provokes reader surprise and the resulting curiosity calls readers
back to the narrative s beginning upon rereading with a retrospective view readers discover that the
gentile mission was actually foreshadowed throughout the narrative even from its beginning and they
are invited to partake in jesus final commission

Interludes and Irony in the Ancestral Narrative
2020-12-18

the stories of hagar dinah and tamar stand out as strangers in the ancestral narrative they deviate
from the main plot and draw attention to the interests and fates of characters who are not a part of
the ancestral family readers have traditionally domesticated these strange stories they have made
them familiar all about the ancestral family thus hagar s story becomes a drama of deselection
shechem and the hivites become emblematic for ancestral conflict with the people of the land and
tamar becomes a lens by which to read providence in the story of joseph this study resurrects the
question of these stories strangeness rather than allow the ancestral narrative to determine their
significance it attends to each interlude s particularity and detects ironic gestures made toward the
ancestral narrative these stories contain within them the potential to defamiliarize key themes of
ancestral identity the ancestral divine relationship ancestral relations to the land and its inhabitants
and ancestral self identity perhaps the ancestral family are not the only privileged partners of god the
only heirs to the land or the only bloodline fit to bear the next generation

Implied Irony in Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice
2022-11-22

this book first takes the reader through an in depth discussion of discourse in fiction authorial
presence and irony then an analytical reading of pride and prejudice is presented relying on two
theories concerned with the pragmatics of irony to illustrate how foreknowledge of the entire novel
heightens the reader s perception of irony in free indirect discourse fid whilst acknowledging that the
definition of irony as echoic language effectively describes the way the narrator seems to
ventriloquize other voices the book shows that a multistage approach can better account for the
processes involved given that activation of the initial non ironic meaning occurs when fid causes the
first time reader to confuse the characters voices with narrative report by relying on multistage
theories to account for irony generated by fid the book presents a different approach and therefore
constitutes essential reading for scholars and students desirous of broadening their understanding of
this narrative technique

Encyclopedia of Rhetoric and Composition
2013-10-08
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first published in 1996 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Irony in Action
2001-06

irony today extends beyond its classification as a figure of speech and is increasingly recognized as
one of the major modes of human experience this idea of irony as an integral force in social life is at
the center of this provocative book the result of a meeting where anthropologists were invited to
explore the politics of irony and the moral responsibilities that accompany its recognition this book is
one of the first to lend an anthropological perspective to this contemporary phenomenon the first
group of essays explores the limits to irony s liberating qualities from the constrained use of irony in
congressional hearings to its reactive presence amid widening disparities of wealth despite decades
of world development the second section presents irony s more positive dimensions through an array
of examples such as the use of irony by chinese writers and irish humorists framed by the editors
theoretical introduction to the issues posed by irony and responses to the essays by two literary
scholars irony in action is a timely contribution in the contemporary reinvention of anthropology

Irony in the Work of Philosophy
2002-01-01

in an era that proclaims itself postironic the question and problem of irony are of more interest than
ever in this compelling inquiry claire colebrook first takes up all the majorøfigures in post cartesian
philosophy on the subject of irony spinoza kant hegel and nietzsche she similarly examines the
modern thinkers in the anglo saxon tradition rorty searle and de man she then engages in an analysis
of the continental canon and the ironic dimension that marks contemporary philosophy beyond the
question of irony colebrook treats the presence of irony in the history of philosophy and those points
of overlap between nineteenth and twentieth century literature and philosophy ultimately she extends
what has belonged primarily to the domain of literature into a world of concepts

The Romantic Irony of Semiotics
2011-05-02

the romantic irony of semiotics friedrich schlegel and the crisis of representation approaches to
semiotics as

Figurative Language – Intersubjectivity and Usage
2021-05-15

intersubjectivity and usage play central roles in figurative language and are pivotal notions for a
cognitively realistic research on figures of thought speech and communication this volume brings
together thirteen studies that explore the relationship between figurativity intersubjectivity and usage
from the cognitive linguistics perspective the studies explore the impact of figurativity on areas of
lexicon and grammar on real discourse and across different semiotic systems some studies focus on
the psychological processes of the comprehension of figurativity other studies address the ways in
which figures of thought and language are socially shared and the variation of figures through time
and space moreover some contributions are established on advanced corpus based techniques and
experimental methods there are studies about metaphor metonymy irony and puns about related
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processes such as humor empathy and ambiguation and about the interaction between figures overall
this volume offers the advantages and the opportunities of an interactional and usage based
perspective of figurativity embracing both the psychological and the intersubjective reality of
figurative thought and language and empirically emphasizing the multidimensional character of
figurativity its central function in thought and its impact on everyday communication

Irony
2004

table of contents

Irony and Meaning in the Hebrew Bible
2008-12-23

was god being ironic in commanding eve not to eat fruit from the tree of wisdom carolyn j sharp
suggests that many stories in the hebrew scriptures may be ironically intended deftly interweaving
literary theory and exegesis sharp illumines the power of the unspoken in a wide variety of texts from
the pentateuch the prophets and the writings she argues that reading with irony in mind creates a
charged and open rhetorical space in the texts that allows character narration and authorial voice to
develop in unexpected ways main themes explored here include the ironizing of foreign rulers the
prostitute as icon of the ironic gaze indeterminacy and dramatic irony in prophetic performance and
irony in ancient israel s wisdom traditions sharp devotes special attention to how irony destabilizes
dominant ways in which the bible is read today especially when it touches on questions of conflict
gender and the other

Construction Estimating Reference Data
1993

provides the 300 most useful manhour tables for practically every item of construction labor
requirements are listed for sitework concrete work masonry steel carpentry thermal and moisture
protection doors and windows finishes mechanical and electrical each section details the work being
estimated and gives appropriate crew size and equipment needed this new revised edition contains
national estimator a computer estimating program this fast powerful program and complete
instructions are yours free on high density 3 1 2 disk when you buy the book

X-Ray Absorption and X-Ray Emission Spectroscopy
2016-01-08

during the last two decades remarkable and often spectacular progress has been made in the
methodological and instrumental aspects of x ray absorption and emission spectroscopy this progress
includes considerable technological improvements in the design and production of detectors
especially with the development and expansion of large scale synchrotron reactors all this has
resulted in improved analytical performance and new applications as well as in the perspective of a
dramatic enhancement in the potential of x ray based analysis techniques for the near future this
comprehensive two volume treatise features articles that explain the phenomena and describe
examples of x ray absorption and emission applications in several fields including chemistry
biochemistry catalysis amorphous and liquid systems synchrotron radiation and surface phenomena
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contributors explain the underlying theory how to set up x ray absorption experiments and how to
analyze the details of the resulting spectra x ray absorption and x ray emission spectroscopy theory
and applications combines the theory instrumentation and applications of x ray absorption and
emission spectroscopies which offer unique diagnostics to study almost any object in the universe is
the go to reference book in the subject for all researchers across multi disciplines since intense beams
from modern sources have revolutionized x ray science in recent years is relevant to students
postdocurates and researchers working on x rays and related synchrotron sources and applications in
materials physics medicine environment geology and biomedical materials

International Encyclopedia of Public Health
2016-10-06

international encyclopedia of public health second edition seven volume set is an authoritative and
comprehensive guide to the major issues challenges methods and approaches of global public health
taking a multidisciplinary approach this new edition combines complementary scientific fields of
inquiry linking biomedical research with the social and life sciences to address the three major
themes of public health research disease health processes and disciplines this book helps readers
solve real world problems in global and local health through a multidisciplinary and comprehensive
approach covering all dimensions of the field from the details of specific diseases to the organization
of social insurance agencies the articles included cover the fundamental research areas of health
promotion economics and epidemiology as well as specific diseases such as cancer cardiovascular
diseases diabetes and reproductive health additional articles on the history of public health global
issues research priorities and health and human rights make this work an indispensable resource for
students health researchers and practitioners alike provides the most comprehensive high level
internationally focused reference work available on public health presents an invaluable resource for
both researchers familiar with the field and non experts requiring easy to find relevant global
information and a greater understanding of the wider issues contains interdisciplinary coverage
across all aspects of public health incorporates biomedical and health social science issues and
perspectives includes an international focus with contributions from global domain experts providing
a complete picture of public health issues

ASM Specialty Handbook
1996-01-01

cast iron offers the design engineer a low cost high strength material that can be easily cast into a
wide variety of useful and sometimes complex shapes this handbook from asm covers the entire
spectrum of one of the most widely used and versatile of all metals

The New Tibetan-English Dictionary of Modern Tibetan
2001-04-03

this most current tibetan english dictionary surpasses existing dictionaries in both scope and
comprehensiveness

Crystal Data; Determinative Tables
1963
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although the japanese language is one of the most quoted examples in politeness research extant
publications focus on particular areas of politeness and very few of them enquire into the varied
aspects of japanese politeness in this book yasuko obana provides an integrated account of what
signifies japanese politeness by examining how far previous assumptions can apply to japanese
obana exposes a variety of characteristics of japanese politeness by taking a diachronic approach she
probes into what constitutes politeness extracts key elements of the term polite in japanese and
demonstrates how modern honorifics apparent diverse divergent uses and effects can be integrated
into a systematic matrix furthermore by quoting traditional japanese language scholars kokugo
gakusha studies obana brings different views into the open she also carves out politeness strategies
in japanese that have not been adequately explored to date and which often conform to the way in
which honorifi cs behave because they refl ect social indexicality this book is a good reference for
scholars in pragmatics particularly for those who are working on politeness it is useful for japanese
language teachers who want to know how to teach japanese politeness to non native learners
postgraduate students of japanese or pragmatics may also find this book useful for self study

Japanese Politeness
2020-10-29

the cambridge handbook of irony and thought offers the first comprehensive collection of chapters in
multidisciplinary irony scholarship these chapters explore the significance of irony both verbal and
situational in language thought human action and artistic expression they cover five main themes the
scope of irony in human experience irony s impact both personal and in social life irony in linguistic
communication irony and affect and irony in expressive contexts contributions come from a wide
range of academic disciplines including psychology linguistics philosophy literature computer science
film and media studies and music making this a truly cross disciplinary collection of benefit to a wide
range of students and researchers

The Politics of Irony in Thackeray's Mature Fiction
2009

only god knows we may ponder and choose our own path to receiving his word but we must realize
ours is a human path we cannot let blind faith tradition and ritual cloud our judgment and determine
our perception of the world the potent mix of fanaticism whether tied to a nation or a religion
ignorance and emotion has driven wedges among the peoples of the earth wedges that need not exist
at all in search of god god religious scriptures and proof of divine revelation presents the result of
author dr mohamed gad s twenty five year study of christian islamic and judaic scripture revealing
the unifying truths of divinity belief and faith in search of god challenges serious students of all faiths
and backgrounds as it examines proof for the existence of god creation and evolution prophecy the
identity of jesus the concept of the holy trinity and the commonalities and spirit of revelation of the
world s three major religions dr gad s personal journey and critical spiritual investigation personify the
human desire to understand god s intention for us yes only god knows but armed with truth and
tolerance we now have a chance to create a brighter future for our children and ourselves a future in
which we seek god trust in him and are at peace

The Cambridge Handbook of Irony and Thought
2023-12-07
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Construction Print Reading in the Field
1969

In Search of God
2011-08-04

The Repertory of patent inventions [formerly The Repertory
of arts, manufactures and agriculture]. Vol.1-enlarged ser.,
vol.40
1836
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